Next generation 1536-well oligonucleotide synthesizer with on-the-fly dispense
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A B S T R A C T

Here we report the development of our Next Generation Automated Multiplexed Oligonucleotide Synthesizer (NG-1536-AMOS), capable of producing 1536 samples in a single run using a multi-well filtered titer plate. With the potential to synthesize up to 3456 samples per plate, we converted the BioRAPTR Flying Reagent Dispenser into an open-well system where spent reagents are drained to waste under vacuum. During synthesis, reagents are delivered on-the-fly to each micro-titer well at volumes ≤5 μL with plate speeds up to 150 mm/s. Using gas-phase cleavage and deprotection, a full plate of 1536 60mers may be processed with same-day turnaround with an average yield per well at 3.5 nmol. Final product at only $0.00277/base is eluted into a low-volume collection plate for immediate use in downstream application (e.g., BioRAPTr FX for versatile sample handling). Also, crude oligonucleotide quality is comparable to that of commercial synthesis instrumentation, with an error rate on the NG-1536-AMOS platform of 1.53/717 bases. Furthermore, mass spectral analysis on strands synthesized up to 80 bases showed high purity with an average coupling efficiency of 99.5%.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Stanford Genome Technology Center (SGTC) has been at the forefront of oligonucleotide DNA synthesis automation since the early 1990s with its development of the first 96-well Automated Multiplexed Oligonucleotide Synthesizer (96-AMOS) (Lashkari et al., 1995). CAPable of generating 6000 25-base primers per month on a single machine, it made large-scale projects such as sequencing the Saccharomyces cerevisiae and human genomes timely and economically feasible (Dietrich et al., 1997; Lander et al., 2001).

While industry costs at the time for low-throughput column synthesis were $2.00–3.00 per base (Hager et al., 1999; Goforth, 2002), 96-AMOS was synthesizing DNA 10–15-fold cheaper within the first year of production. Currently at $0.06 per base, this platform remains competitive with other column and titer plate-based synthesizers that have since been introduced (Cheng et al., 2002; Livesay et al., 2002; Rayner et al., 1998; Lebl et al., 2007; Gan, 1990; Jensen et al., 2012).

However, with today’s multiplexed, small volume assays (Hardenbol et al., 2003; Dahl et al., 2007), there is a greater demand for even higher throughput and lower cost oligonucleotide synthesis. As such high density synthesis arrays and micro-fluidic devices (Gao et al., 2004; Livesay et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2010; Kong et al., 2007) offer mass production at a fraction of the cost. And though array densities can be as high as 4 million features, low yield and heterogeneous oligonucleotide pooling may present a challenge for specific downstream applications, in particular synthetic biology (Kim et al., 2012; Borovkov et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2012a,b; Quan et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2009).

In contrast to the microarray which may be limited to 106 molecules per feature, multi-well/column platforms generally give very high yields (>25 nmol); but this is often a wasteful overproduction of sample. As a consequence, excess product is either disposed of or kept in deep-well collection plates (volumes up to 1.2 ml/well) for long term storage thus taking up valuable freezer space.

Focusing on the strengths of both the array and multi-well/column platforms, we describe the development of our Next Generation AMOS capable of producing 1536 samples on a single titer plate (NG-1536-AMOS). Based on the original 96-AMOS, we combined its technology with that of the commercial BioRAPTR Flying Reagent (non-contact) Dispenser (BioRAPTR FRD, Beckman Coulter), intended for ultra high-throughput delivery (up to 3456 wells) of aqueous buffers, diluents and dye solutions (Yasgar et al., 2012; Auld et al., 2008).
Using on-the-fly dispense, NG-1536-AMOS delivers reagents \( \leq 5 \mu l \) per well at plate speeds up to 150 mm/s. Following each reaction step, vacuum is applied to draw spent reagents to waste two rows (96 wells) at a time. This feature allows for either full or partial plate synthesis as well as synthesis of varying length strands simultaneously, something not possible with top pressure drain systems (e.g. 96-AMOS).

NG-1536-AMOS has several other advantages which include (i) post-synthesis amplification is not required (on average, yield per well is 3.5 nmol), (ii) product is eluted into shallow-well collection plates for maximum space-saving storage, and (iii) collection plates are fully compatible with existing robotic devices such as the Biomek FX for versatile sample handling (e.g. cherry picking and for creating combinatorial oligonucleotide libraries). Also, fragments used in synthetic biology to construct genes de novo can be swapped without having to re-synthesize the entire plate/array.

In addition to mass spectral confirmation of 80-base strands synthesized on our NG-1536-AMOS, we sequence-verified 40-base fragments used to assemble the green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene. With error rates comparable to commercial synthesis methodologies, to date we have processed several 1536-well titer plates in our general synthesis production lab. Moreover, with implementation of a modified gas-phase cleavage and deprotection protocol (based on previous work [Jensen et al., 2010a]), it is possible to process an entire plate (60 bases/well) with same-day turnaround for immediate use in downstream application (Hardenbol et al., 2003; Dahl et al., 2007; Cobb et al., 2013; Weber and Fussenegger, 2012).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Instrument design and setup

The basic principles of the original 96-AMOS platform were applied to the BioRAPTR FRD to create our custom next generation oligonucleotide synthesizer. The BioRAPTR FRD was converted into an open reaction well system (all modifications to the original platform were designed in-house (SGTC) and fabricated by Nevarez Machining and SGTC). The 16-nozzle dispense head (Fig. 11 and II) is stationary while the titer plate (Fig. 11III) moves below in the X and Y directions during reagent delivery. Argon is used to (i) pressurize the bottles (9 psi), (ii) provide for an inert gas layer over the reaction wells and (iii) allow for vacuum-assisted low pressure reagent drain-to-waste.

2.2. Drain block design

To manage reagent flow-through to waste during synthesis, the titer plate (NG-1536-AMOS) is seated over a 1536-well drain block (Supplementary Figure 1). Sealed with a 0.5 mm silicone gasket (or comparable), the bottom drip directors of the titer plate extend inside individual drain holes (Supplementary Figure 2) where each two rows (96 wells) feed into a single channel. From here, valves control the vacuum on each two-row block allowing spent reagents to drain to waste over a given time (e.g. 1 s) according to a specified protocol step (a synthesis protocol file is a list of reagent dispenses, reaction hold times and drain steps repeated for each cycle/base addition).

2.3. Instrument specifications

The key features of this platform include (i) plate speeds 80–150 mm/s (accuracy within 45 μm at 80 mm/s) with on-the-fly dispense and repeatability (%CV) of ±5 μm, (ii) 0.1 μl and ≥0.8 μl accuracy of ±15% and ±10%, respectively, (iii) dispense range from 0.1 μl to 60 μl, and (iv) pre-defined variable plate configurations (96, 384, 1536 and 3456-well).

2.4. Titer plate and solid support

Custom titer plates with 1536-well configuration were designed in-house (SGTC) and molded (Zeonor 1420 R 4%) by Plastic Design Corporation. Custom 1.2 mm × 2.0 mm synthesis plugs (1000 Å controlled pore glass (CPG) with UnylLinker) were manufactured by Chemgenes Corporation, and pressure fitted into the wells (Fig. 2).

2.5. NG-1536-AMOS user interface (UI)

Based on the original 96-AMOS UI (Jova Solutions), software for our next generation platform is a multifaceted design giving the end-user complete control over how the instrument functions (Supplementary Figure 3). Here, synthesis is initiated by uploading the protocol and sequence files (*.PRO, and *.SEQ), then selecting the START button (below “protocol file”, Supplementary Figure 3B). The protocol file is displayed in real-time, highlighting the current step. Indicator bars show the current step, cycle and total synthesis progress. A 1536-well grid also displays which bases are currently being synthesized for all active well positions.

2.6. Oligonucleotide synthesis

All samples were generated in-house (SGTC) with our NG-1536-AMOS platform. General synthesis steps (e.g. similar to Applied Biosystems 384900 synthesizer protocol) were followed using trichloroacetic acid (TCA) (3% in dichloromethane) (American International Chemicals (AiC)), acetonitrile, also referred to as the “Wash” reagent (AiC), 0.02 M oxidizing solution (Sigma–Aldrich), capping reagents A/B (Glen Research), 0.10 M solutions of dA, dG, dC and dT phosphoramidites (Thermo Scientific), 0.25 M 5-Ethylthio-1H-tetrazole (Glen Research), used as an activator during nucleoside phosphoramidite coupling steps, and argon gas (Praxair).

2.7. Post-synthesis

Inside a small aluminum box (150 mm × 115 mm × 75 mm, Supplementary Figure 4A), the titer plate (with fully synthesized oligonucleotides) is placed top down over a trough (Supplementary Figure 4B) filled with 50 ml ammonium hydroxide (28–30% NH₄OH, Fischer Scientific). A cover then seals the chamber, and under elevated pressure (12.75 psi) and temperature (70 °C) for 4 h, gaseous ammonia cleaves and deprotects oligonucleotides embedded within the solid support matrix. This procedure is adapted from our prior work studying universal linker-bound oligonucleotide cleavage and dephosphorylation in the gas-phase [Jensen et al., 2010a]. The reaction chamber is then removed from the incubator and allowed to cool to room temperature. A release valve at the bottom of the apparatus is opened to vent residual ammonia under the fume hood. The titer plate is then seated over a low volume collection plate (Greiner Bio-one, 18 μl capacity per well) with drip directors positioned inside the collection wells. Five μl of deionized water are added to the wells, then fully processed samples are eluted from the synthesis plugs through centrifugation (e.g. 1 min at 1000 RPM). This process can be repeated to maximize yield.

2.8. Oligonucleotide quality analysis

To validate the mass (Daltons) of 80-base strands (Supplementary Table 1) generated on our NG-1536-AMOS platform, Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI MS) was carried
out by Integrated DNA Technologies (Fig. 3). We also synthesized and assembled the green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene de novo for sequence validation of a set of 40mers (Supplementary Table 2). We used the ligase chain reaction (LCR) method to assemble the GFP gene (Fuhrmann et al., 1999). For all steps regarding assembly, PCR amplification and gel analysis, we referenced our previous work (Jensen et al., 2010b). Left and right primers, 5′-TCAGCATGACTAAAGGAGAA and 5′-CGCTCTATTTGTATAGTTCA, were used to amplify the GFP construct. Target bands (717 bp) were then extracted (QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit, Qiagen), 5′ adenylated (PCR extension 72 °C for 10 min with regular AmpliTaq polymerase), ligated and cloned (TOPO TA Cloning Kit, Invitrogen), then plasmid purified (REALL Prep 96, Qiagen). Samples were sent to GenScript for sequencing, while trace analysis to

Fig. 1. NG-1536-AMOS (top left): (I) reagent assembly, (II) 16-tip valve head, and (III) plate holder with drain block underneath. The drive system below the plate holder (III D) consists of X, Y and Z axes (motor-driven tracks); (I) reagent and gas supply assembly (tubing and wires omitted for clarity): (A) wash manifolds for purging reagent lines after a completed run, (B) central tubing manifold for argon gas supply to (C) the reagent bottles, (D) 3-way valves for switching from wash (acetonitrile) to reagent and vice versa, and (E) valve assembly and dispense head. Each phosphoramidite position is designed to hold Applied Biosystems 2 g bottles, and oxidizer, activator, and capping reagents are in 200 ml bottles (Applied Biosystems); (II) valve assembly and dispense head: (A) tubing from reagent bottles to dedicated valves, (B) valve block outer shell, (C) valve-nozzle junction, and (D) nozzle head (4 × 4 configuration); (III) top view of titer plate assembly: (A) reagent purge and prime manifold for dispensing reagents, (B) 1536-well titer plate (C) top plate that sits above the titer plate assembly for sealing in argon gas (a strip of silicone rubber and Teflon are bracketed in around the titer plate for maximum seal between the top and bottom plates during synthesis to minimize gas leakage), (D) waste basin for collecting spent reagents during drain steps of each synthesis cycle, (E) bottom plate, (F) center hole where the 16-nozzle head is positioned above the titer plate during synthesis, (G) argon gas jet inlets, (H and J) gas line-in, (I) reagent-to-waste out (vacuum), and (K) prime station purge-to-waste. Note: arrows indicate direction of gas/vacuum/waste flow through the system.

Fig. 2. (A) Shows the custom 1536-well titer plate, (B) exploded view of single reaction well with external drip director (0.6 mm exit hole), and (C) individual synthesis plugs (1.5 mm x 2.0 mm, cylindrical) that are pressure-fitted inside each titer plate well.
determine error rate (Supplementary Table 3) was done in-house (SGTC).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis cost, yield and cycle time

Compared to the synthesis cost of $0.06 per base on 96-AMOS, cost is decreased to $0.00277 on our NG-1536-AMOS platform (Table 1). Calculated average yield per sample/well for our 96-AMOS platform is 28 nmol compared to 3.5 nmol on NG-1536-AMOS; final product yield depends on the maximum allowable volume of the sample collection plate and the number of product elution steps.

Current cycle time for NG-1536-AMOS is 11.85 min. This is largely determined by the dispense volume and number of passes each reagent makes across the plate during a given step (Table 2). With the 16-valve capacity, high volume reagents such as acetonitrile (wash) and TCA (deblock) can have multiple nozzle assignment for maximum plate coverage (Supplementary Figure 5B and D); current setup has acetonitrile and TCA delivered three rows at a time. Because dA, dG, dC anddT are delivered in series one row at a time with activator trailing in the previous row, nucleoside phosphoramidite coupling is the rate limiting step of the protocol.

To increase overall speed of oligonucleotide production, additional steps can be taken which include (i) further protocol optimization, (ii) test of various activators (e.g. activator-42, DCI and benzoyl 1-H tetrazole) to lower coupling reaction times, and (iii) introduction of fast-deprotecting groups (PAC (phenoxyacetyl)-dA, dmf-dG and acetyl-dC) into the gas-phase cleavage and deprotection step; this could decrease the incubation period by 10-fold (Reddy et al., 1994).

3.2. Support loading

While loading base-specific support for large-scale commercial synthesizers such as the Applied Biosystems AB3900 (48-column) or 96-AMOS (plate synthesizer) is straightforward, there is minimal risk of manual error compared with support loading in denser well-configurations (≥384); therefore, to mainstream the titer plate setup for a 1536-well array, a universal linker substrate is required. We chose the UnyLinker (Ravikumar et al., 2008)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reagent</th>
<th>µl/step</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>µl/cycle</th>
<th>µl/20 cycles</th>
<th>ml/plate of 1536 samples</th>
<th>Fold-lower than 96-AMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>322.56</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30.72</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>46.08</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61.44</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidizer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>92.16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>614.40</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reagent consumption on NG-1536-AMOS platform compared with 96-AMOS. For example, 3.5 µl of TCA are delivered per well (10.5 µl over 3 steps). A total of 210 µl of TCA are delivered over 20 cycles (to generate a 20-base strand); 322.56 ml total TCA are delivered to 1536 wells over 20 cycles. Reagent consumption of TCA on NG-1536-AMOS compared to 96-AMOS is 27-fold lower.

a 20-Base strands per well.

b Pounds of argon per 20 cycles.

c Average yield (nanomoles) over 50 samples.

d Cost/base including labor; the washing reagent “Wash” used for synthesis is acetonitrile.

Each capping step is composed of Cap A and B at 1 µl each (total 2 µl).
(Chargene), which is highly stable and user-friendly with standard post-synthesis conditions (liquid and gas-phase processes). On our NG-1536-AMOS, 1000 Å CPG support is ideal for generating product in the target range of 25–90 bases. For longer strands (up to 200 bases), synthesis plugs can be loaded with either 1400 Å or 2000 Å support. With the larger pore-size, however, synthesis plugs will require extra support loading to compensate for the decreased surface area (actual yields for the various loading capacities have yet to be determined). The universal linker also allows for synthesis diversity on strands with 3’ modifications (e.g. amino and biotin).

3.3. NG-1536-AMOS synthesis protocol

The protocol file (Supplementary Figure 3C) dictates (i) the reagent to be delivered, (ii) its dispense volume, (iii) the reaction hold time, and (iv) reagent purge-to-waste duration. There are several additional parameters that may be useful in tailoring a protocol file to a particular run. For example, synthesis of ultra long oligonucleotides may benefit from multiple, integrated cycles where the coupling hold time is increased after the first forty base additions, then further increased after eighty, etc.

Because the dispense nozzles/valves on our system have an inner diameter of only 0.25 mm (0.81 mm for respective tubing), reagents such as the activator (tetrazole) and dG (Jensen et al., 2010b) are more susceptible to crystallization. Therefore, we integrated 3-way valves (Fig. 11 D) where the end-user can switch to acetonitrile to wash/purge the reagent lines. This is necessary following synthesis, especially if the instrument will be left idle for two or more days.

3.4. Features of UI

With a 1536-well plate density, it is essential to maintain accuracy with simultaneous plate movement and reagent delivery; for a well pitch of 2.25 mm, on-center nozzle placement may be negatively affected if the plate is misaligned by just a few microns. Similarly, for a small-scale synthesis (2–5 nmol), dispensing volumes between 0.5 and 5.0 µl is routine, and therefore, necessitates stringent valve calibration. The BioRAPTR FRD has an automated calibration method built into the system. Here reagents from each valve are dispensed onto a spong and weighed with an analytical balance. Because liquids used on the BioRAPTR FRD are water-based, little to no evaporation occurs during the weighing process. However, our modified platform uses volatile chemicals, and at micro-/sub-microliter volumes (especially for TCA), measurements by weight cannot be taken with great accuracy due to rapid evaporation. Instead each valve is manually calibrated by dispensing directly into a 0.5 ml eppendorf tube, weighing it, then plotting its value on a graph to generate a standard curve. In addition, the NG-1536-AMOS UI allows the end-user to adjust each value separately by increasing or decreasing dispense volumes by a certain percentage (factor) of the actual volume. This is of particular importance when optimizing the coupling step. In this case, the end-user may program one valve (e.g. dA) to dispense more or less reagent than another valve (dG, dC or dT) in order to maximize synthesis efficiency.

3.5. Advantages of 16-channel waste basin

The objective of the 16-channel waste basin design (Supplementary Figures 1 and 2) is to (i) provide for a uniform drain per two-row block (96 wells) (vacuum and/or top pressure applied to 1536 wells simultaneously causes uneven plate drainage, thus sacrificing overall sample quality), (ii) permit synthesis of varying length strands, (iii) have the option of partial plate synthesis, and (iv) allow for better control over reaction conditions. By segregating the drain-to-waste steps (two rows at a time), the end-user can optimize how each block behaves during synthesis. For example, while TCA is delivered to rows 5–8, vacuum to channels 1 and 2 (rows 1–4) will open after the specified reaction hold step. This will prevent overexposure to acid while the plate travels all the way to row 32 before finally draining (each titer plate is arranged by 32 rows and 48 columns in a 1536-well array).

3.6. Gas-phase post-synthesis production

Manually processing all 1536 samples in the liquid-phase (NH₄OH) using a multi-channel pipette at very small volumes (5 µl) would permit significant ammonia loss through evaporation in an open system. Based on our previous work studying optimal conditions for cleavage and dephosphorylation of the universal linker in gas-phase (Jensen et al., 2010a), we developed a modified protocol using a compact reaction chamber (closed system, Supplementary Figure 4) to house a single titer plate. Under elevated pressure and temperature, samples (80mers with standard protecting groups) are fully processed in 4 h.

3.7. Oligonucleotide quality analysis

We have demonstrated that oligonucleotide sample purity on our NG-1536-AMOS platform is comparable to that generated on either the AB3900 (Applied Biosystems) or 96-AMOS instruments (SGTC). Based on sample percent abundance determined by ESI MS, we calculated an average coupling efficiency of 99.5% for both sets of 40 and 80mers (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 3); no additional means of sample purification other than standard desalting (Bio-Rad P-6 columns) were applied prior to analysis.

We also performed de novo synthesis and assembly of the GFP gene for sequence validation using 40-base overlapping fragments assembled with LCR (Jensen et al., 2010b; Wiedmann et al., 1994) (Supplementary Table 2). In sequencing 70 clones, we found on average 1.53 errors out of 717 bases (Supplementary Table 3).

| Table 2 Calculated synthesis cycle time on NG-1536-AMOS. |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Reagent        | Steps | Well coverage | Total travel (min) | Total Reaction hold (min) | Total drain (min) | Total cycle (min)/step |
| TCA            | 3     | 144           | 2.67              | 0.00              | 0.05            | 2.72             |
| Activator*     | 1     | 96            | 1.07              | 0.67              | 0.02            | 1.76             |
| Cap            | 1     | 96            | 1.07              | 0.33              | 0.02            | 1.42             |
| Oxidizer       | 1     | 96            | 1.07              | 0.33              | 0.02            | 1.42             |
| Wash           | 5     | 144           | 4.45              | 0.00              | 0.08            | 4.53             |

Total cycle time (min) 11.85

Here it is shown how the total synthesis cycle time on the NG-1536-AMOS platform is calculated. For example, during the deblock step, TCA is delivered to three rows simultaneously covering 144 wells. The total time it takes the titer plate to move continuously over all 32 rows while delivering TCA (e.g. 3.5 µl/well) is 0.89 min. After a reaction hold period of 0.00 s, TCA is then drained from the wells (vacuum-to-waste valve is open for 1 s). If all these steps are repeated two more times, it will take 2.72 min to complete the deblock portion of the synthesis cycle. Coupling, capping and oxidation steps are also factored in the same way to derive at 11.85 min total cycle time.

* This step includes phosphoramidite addition (activator + base per coupling step). The washing reagent “Wash” used for synthesis is acetonitrile.
3.8. Potential scale-down to a 3456-well synthesis platform

Because the original BioRAPTR FRD instrument is set up to run the pre-defined plate configurations, 96, 384, 1536 and 3456-well, it is possible to generate as many as 3456 unique oligonucleotide samples on one titer plate. However, further discussion of its development is beyond the scope of this article.

4. Conclusion

Based on the commercial BioRAPTR FRD platform, we developed a custom, next generation oligonucleotide synthesizer capable of producing 1536 80mers in a single run, with a potential scale-down to 3456 samples/titer plate. At $0.00277/base with an average yield/well of 3.5 nmol, there is greater flexibility for gene assembly, creating combinatorial libraries, and for mass sample handling using compatible fluidic workstations (e.g. Biomek FX). In addition, sequencing analysis confirms high sample quality on our NG-1536-AMOS platform at only 1.53 errors per 717 bases (on average) using 40mers to construct the GFP gene. Furthermore, mass spectral analysis of 80mers demonstrates an average coupling efficiency of 99.5%. Also, with implementation of a modified gas-phase cleavage and deprotection method, a plate of 60mers could have same-day turnaround; and with low-volume sample collection, oligonucleotides are ready for immediate use in downstream application.
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